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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 1  “A RESISTOR”
Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 01 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

Dialog for Lesson 1:  (Read this first paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 01 with Mr Circuit holding a meter in its left hand. We are 
going to discover the purpose of a RESISTOR and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)
Today we are going to start our journey through the Mr Circuit STEM Coloring Activity Book.  Under the direction of 
the author of this book, an artist was asked to create a robot character made up of electronic components.  The robot 
is called   “Mr Circuit”. Its head is a Speaker. Its body is a Solderless Circuit Board. Its nose is a Potentiometer. Its 
fingers are lights.  Also, on the torso are more lights and between the lights is an Integrated Circuit. Under the 
Integrated Circuit are two resistors. You will learn about all these electronic components as you go through the 
lessons of this STEM Activity Book. 

Today, we are going to work on Page 01 which is a Lesson 1 about RESISTORS. 

Resistors are electronic components that are used in all electrical devices including household appliances, cars, 
radios, TVs, and computers, etc.  Resistors come in many sizes, shapes, and colors. A picture of one kind of resistor 
is shown at the bottom right of the Page. Do you see it? It looks like the resistor has bands around it.  These bands 
are actually color bands that tell us the resistance value of the resistor. The value of a resistor is expressed in OHMS.

You also see on Page 01 that the Mr Circuit robot is holding something in its hand.  It is a meter that will measure 
electric current. At the bottom of Page 01, what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “Resistors reduce 
the quantity of electrons that will flow in a circuit.” 

At the middle of the bottom of the Page, you will see the schematic symbol that is used by engineers and 
technicians to represent a resistor. How would you describe the symbol?  Like a squiggle? Notice that the symbol 
has 3 points up and 3 points down. Please copy this resistor symbol into the box on the lower right-hand corner of 
the Page.

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What a Resistor does in a circuit.  
2. What the schematic symbol is for a Resistor. 
3. How to spell and pronounce the word RESISTOR.
 

                Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 2  “A POTENTIOMETER”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 02 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

A Potentiometer is used as a variable resistor in many different types of circuits. It can be used as a volume control 
on a TV or radio.  It can also be used as a Throttle Position sensor in an automobile. Most of the knobs you see on 
electronic equipment are controlling Potentiometers.  

On Page 02 you see that the Mr Circuit robot is holding something between its hands.  It is a Potentiometer to adjust 
the brightness of the electric light bulb.  At the bottom of Page 02, what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit 
Says, “A Potentiometer can be used in a circuit as a variable resistor.” 

At the middle of the bottom of the page, you will see the schematic symbol that is used by engineers and 
technicians to represent a Potentiometer. How would you describe the symbol?  Like a squiggle with an arrow? 
Notice that the symbol has 3 points up and 3 points down and an arrow pointing to the center. Please copy this 
Potentiometer symbol into the box on the lower right-hand corner of the page.

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What a Potentiometer does in a circuit.  
2. What the schematic symbol is for a Potentiometer. 
3. How to spell and pronounce the word POTENTIOMETER.

If you continue studying electronics, you will actually build circuits with POTENTIOMETERS.

Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  
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Dialog for Lesson 2:     (Read this first paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 02 with Mr Circuit adjusting a Potentiometer with its 
hands. We are going to discover the purpose of a POTENTIOMETER and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 3  “A PHOTOCELL”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 03 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

A Photocell is used as a variable resistor in many different types of circuits. It can be used as a light sensor in circuits 
to control lighting.  When light hits the surface of a Photocell, its resistance is reduced. These are used to 
automatically lower the high-beam lights on a car when there is oncoming traffic.

On Page 03 you see that the Mr Circuit robot is holding something in its right hand.  You see the sun sending rays to 
whatever is in the hand.  Whatever is in the hand must be a circuit with a Photocell in it.  The circuit is also connected 
to a light bulb. At the bottom of page 03, what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “A Photocell can be 
used in a circuit to vary resistance with light” 

At the middle of the bottom of the page, you will see the schematic symbol that is used by engineers and 
technicians to represent a Photocell. How would you describe the symbol?  Answer: Like a resistor symbol with a 
circle around it with two arrows pointing to the center? What do you think that the two arrows represent?  Answer: 
They represent light rays hitting the Photocell.  Please copy this Photocell symbol into the box on the lower 
right-hand corner of the page.

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What a Photocell does in a circuit.  
2. What the schematic symbol is for a Photocell. 
3. How to spell and pronounce the word PHOTOCELL.

If you continue studying electronics, you will actually build circuits with PHOTOCELLS.

Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  
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Dialog for Lesson 3:     (Read this first paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 03 with Mr Circuit collecting sunlight with a circuit in its 
left hand. We are going to discover the purpose of a PHOTOCELL and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 4  “A CAPACITOR”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 04 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

A CAPACITOR is used extensively in electric circuits as a temporary storage of electrons. Generally, the larger the 
capacitor, the more electrons it can store. Capacitors come in many sizes, shapes, and colors.  Capacitance is 
measured in Farads. For many radios, we use a ‘variable’ capacitor to tune to the station we want to hear.

A picture of a capacitor is shown at the bottom right hand side of the page.  This is a ‘fixed’ electrolytic capacitor.  By 
the word ‘fixed’ we mean that this capacitor has only one value of capacitance.  The one shown on the page has a 
value of 680 millionths of a Farad (680 microfarads) and can handle up to 16 volts.

On Page 04 you see that the Mr Circuit robot is holding a pitchfork and pointing to a barn. What the artist had in mind 
is that a Capacitor stores electrons like a barn stores hay.  At the bottom of Page 04, what does Mr Circuit say?   
Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “A CAPACITOR is used in a circuit to store an electrical charge” 

At the middle of the bottom of the page, you will see a typical schematic symbol that is used by engineers and 
technicians to represent a CAPACITOR. The symbol has 4 lines with as plus sign.  What do you think the Plus sign 
means?  Answer: The plus sign is necessary because it indicates the polarity of the capacitor. The fixed capacitor 
that we show on this page has a positive and negative side. The shorter lead or wire sticking out of the capacitor is 
the Negative side and the longer lead is the Plus or positive side. Please copy this CAPACITOR symbol into the box 
on the lower right-hand corner of the page.

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What a CAPACITOR does in a circuit.  
2. What the schematic symbol is for a CAPACITOR. 
3. How to spell and pronounce the word CAPACITOR.

Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  
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Dialog for Lesson 4:     (Read this first paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 04 with Mr Circuit standing with a pitchfork next to a 
barn. We are going to discover the purpose of a CAPACITOR and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 5  “A SPEAKER”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 05 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

A SPEAKER is used everywhere in electric circuits to convert electrical currents into sound waves. Generally, the 
larger the SPEAKER, the more power it can emit. SPEAKERS come in many sizes, shapes, and colors.  SPEAKERS 
are used in radios, TVs, cell phones, computers, communication systems, etc.

A picture of a SPEAKER is shown at the bottom right hand side of the page.  This is a small round Speaker.  
Speakers can come in a variety of sizes and packages. They are generally defined by there Wattage and Ohm value.

On Page 05 you see that the Mr Circuit robot is holding some sort of cone to project and amplify its voice. An 
electronic Speaker is made up of a coil of wire wrapped around the center of a cone that has a magnet in the middle.  
When current flows through the coil of the speaker, the cone moves causing sound waves.   At the bottom of Page 
05, what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “A SPEAKER converts electrical energy into sound 
waves.” 

At the middle of the bottom of the page, you will see a typical schematic symbol that is used by engineers and 
technicians to represent a SPEAKER. The symbol looks like a Speaker.  What do you think the two straight lines on 
the left in the symbol mean?  Answer: They represent the two connections on the Speaker. Please copy this 
SPEAKER symbol into the box on the lower right-hand corner of the page.

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What a SPEAKER does in a circuit.  
2. What the schematic symbol is for a SPEAKER. 
3. How to spell and pronounce the word SPEAKER
.

   Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  
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Dialog for Lesson 5:     (Read this first paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 05 with Mr Circuit using a megaphone to amplify its 
voice.  We are going to discover the purpose of a SPEAKER and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 6  “A DIODE”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 06 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

A DIODE is used extensively in electronic circuits. Generally, the larger the DIODE, the more power it can handle. 
DIODES come in many sizes, shapes, and colors.  DIODES are used in radios, TVs, cell phones, computers, 
communication systems, etc. 

A picture of a DIODE is shown at the bottom right hand side of the page.  This one has a band around one end. The 
end with the band is called the Cathode or negative side. The unmarked end is the Anode or positive side.

On Page 06 you see that the Mr Circuit robot is pointing One-Way with its thumb. It is not hitch-hiking. The artist is 
depicting the fact that a Diode allows current to flow easily through it on one direction only.  Electric current in a 
Diode flows through the Cathode side to the Anode side.  At the bottom of Page 06, what does Mr Circuit say?   
Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “A DIODE allows electron current to flow in one direction only.” 

At the middle of the bottom of the page, you will see a typical schematic symbol that is used by engineers and 
technicians to represent a DIODE. How would you describe the symbol? Answer: An arrow pointing toward the 
Cathode end with a vertical line across the point of the arrow. Please copy this DIODE symbol into the box on the 
lower right-hand corner of the page.

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What a DIODE does in a circuit.  
2. What the schematic symbol is for a DIODE. 
3. How to spell and pronounce the word DIODE
.

Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  
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Dialog for Lesson 6:     (Read this first paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 06 with Mr Circuit directing traffic to go ONE-WAY.  We 
are going to discover the purpose of a DIODE and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 7  “An SCR - Silicon Control Rectifier”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 07 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In an electronic circuit, an SCR is used to activate the circuit and control the circuit current. SCRs come in many 
sizes, shapes, and colors.  SCRs are not generally used in radios, TVs, cell phones, computers, etc. They are used 
in circuits like burglar alarms and other control circuits. 

A picture of an SCR is shown at the bottom right hand side of the page.  It has three leads or wires sticking out of it.  
The 3 leads are named Cathode, Anode, and Gate.  It also has a metal tab with a round hole in it.  This tab is to 
dissipate heat if it gets too hot. This SCR is known by the part number C106B1 which indicates how much current it 
can handle and how sensitive the Gate is to a positive control voltage.

On Page 07 you see that the Mr Circuit robot is standing inside a Toll-Booth with its hand out asking for the Toll. An 
SCR is actually a Diode with an additional lead called a Gate.  In the case of an SCR, the ‘Toll’ represents the 
positive voltage that has to be given to the Gate to trigger the SCR into conduction. An SCR will not allow current to 
flow through it until it receives a positive voltage on its Gate. Engineers design circuits to make SCRs work. At the 
bottom of Page 07, what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “An SCR is a diode with a Gate or 
Trigger to turn it on.” 

At the middle of the bottom of the page, you will see a typical schematic symbol that is used by engineers and 
technicians to represent an SCR. How would you describe the symbol? Answer: It is a diode symbol with an extra 
lead called a Gate. Please copy this SCR symbol into the box on the lower right-hand corner of the page.

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What an SCR does in a circuit.  
2. What the schematic symbol is for an SCR. 
3. How to spell and pronounce the word SCR
.

Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  
                                   
                                        P.S. SCR stands for “Silicon Control Rectifier”
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Dialog for Lesson 7:     (Read this first paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 07 with Mr Circuit standing in a Toll-Booth.  We are 
going to discover the purpose of an SCR and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 8  “NPN TRANSISTOR”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 08 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In an electronic circuit, an NPN TRANSISTOR is used to amplify current. NPN TRANSISTORs come in many sizes, 
shapes, and colors.  NPN TRANSISTORs are used in radios, TVs, cell phones, computers, etc. They are also used 
in circuits like burglar alarms and other control circuits. 

A picture of an NPN TRANSISTOR is shown at the bottom right hand side of the page.  It has three leads or wires 
sticking out of it.  The 3 leads are named Emitter, Base, and Collector. This NPN TRANSISTOR is known by the part 
number 2N3904. 

On Page 08 you see that the Mr Circuit robot is cranking the pedals on the bicycle sprocket making the rear wheel 
move very fast. The artist is showing a small wheel, the sprocket, is moving a large wheel, the rear tire. This is called 
amplification. An NPN TRANSISTOR actually does something similar. A transistor uses a small current to control a 
larger current.  In the case of an NPN TRANSISTOR, the current that flows into the Emitter and out the Base is 
smaller than the current flowing into the Emitter and out the Collector.  Engineers design circuits to make NPN 
TRANSISTORs work. At the bottom of the page, what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “An NPN 
TRANSISTOR can be used as a current amplifier.” 

At the middle of the bottom of the page, you will see a typical schematic symbol that is used by engineers and 
technicians to represent an NPN TRANSISTOR. Notice that it has 3 leads coming out of a circle. E for Emitter, 
B for Base, and C for Collector.  The arrow head pointing to the Emitter means that this is an NPN Transistor.  
Please copy this NPN TRANSISTOR symbol into the box on the lower right-hand corner of the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What an NPN TRANSISTOR does in a circuit.  
2. What the schematic symbol is for a NPN TRANSISTOR. 
3. How to spell and pronounce NPN TRANSISTOR
.

       Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  
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Dialog for Lesson 8:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 08 with Mr Circuit working on a bicycle.  We are going 
to discover the purpose of an NPN TRANSISTOR and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 9  “PNP TRANSISTOR”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 09 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In an electronic circuit, an PNP TRANSISTOR is used to amplify current. PNP TRANSISTORs come in many sizes, 
shapes, and colors.  PNP TRANSISTORs are used in radios, TVs, cell phones, computers, etc. They are also used 
in circuits like burglar alarms and other control circuits. 

A picture of an PNP TRANSISTOR is shown at the bottom right hand side of the page.  It has three leads or wires 
sticking out of it.  The 3 leads are named Emitter, Base, and Collector. This PNP TRANSISTOR is known by the part 
number 2N3906. 

On Page 09 you see that the Mr Circuit robot is cranking the pedals on the bicycle sprocket making the rear wheel 
move very fast. The artist is showing a small wheel, the sprocket, is moving a large wheel, the rear tire. This is called 
amplification. An PNP TRANSISTOR actually does something similar. A transistor uses a small current to control a 
larger current.  In the case of an PNP TRANSISTOR, the current that flows into the Collector and out the Base is 
smaller than the current flowing into the Collector and out the Emitter.  Engineers design circuits to make PNP 
TRANSISTORs work. At the bottom of the page, what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “An PNP 
TRANSISTOR can be used as a current amplifier.” 

At the middle of the bottom of the page, you will see a typical schematic symbol that is used by engineers and 
technicians to represent an PNP TRANSISTOR. Notice that it has 3 leads coming out of a circle. E for Emitter, 
B for Base, and C for Collector.  The arrow head pointing to the Base means that this is an PNP TRANSISTOR.  
Please copy this PNP TRANSISTOR symbol into the box on the lower right-hand corner of the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What an PNP TRANSISTOR does in a circuit.  
2. What the schematic symbol is for a PNP TRANSISTOR. 
3. How to spell and pronounce PNP TRANSISTOR
.

       Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  
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Dialog for Lesson 9:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 09 with Mr Circuit working on a bicycle.  We are going 
to discover the purpose of a PNP TRANSISTOR and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 10  “TWO-TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 10 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

With an NPN and a PNP Transistor and additional electronic parts, an engineer can design a two-transistor 
oscillator circuit  What is an oscillator circuit?  It is an electronic circuit that emits oscillations and if the oscillations are 
in the audio range of the human ear, and you connect a speaker, you will be able to hear the oscillations. An 
electronic circuit called a TWO-TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR can be used to make tones and other types of 
interesting sounds.
 
A picture of an NPN and a PNP Transistor is shown at the bottom right hand side of the page.  They each have three 
leads or wires sticking out of them.  The 3 leads are named Emitter, Base, and Collector. The NPN Transistor is a 
2N3904 and the PNP Transistor is a 2N3906. 

On Page 10 you see that the Mr Circuit robot has caused a Tuning Fork in its left hand to oscillate by hitting it with 
the hammer that it has in its right hand.  A TWO-TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR actually does something similar by 
creating an oscillation. This oscillation can be very slow or very fast.  Generally the human ear can hear oscillations 
from about 20 oscillations per second up to about 20,000 oscillations per second. At the bottom of the page, what 
does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “A TWO-TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR can cause a speaker to 
generate sound waves.” 

At the bottom left  of the page, you will see typical schematic symbols that are used by engineers and technicians 
to represent an NPN TRANSISTOR and a PNP TRANSISTOR.  Please copy these two symbols into the box on the 
lower right-hand corner of the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What a TWO-TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR does.  
2. What the schematic symbol is for an NPN and PNP TRANSISTOR. 
3. How to spell and pronounce TWO-TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR
.

       Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  
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Dialog for Lesson 10:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 10 with Mr Circuit Tuning Fork and a hammer.  We are 
going to discover the purpose of a TWO-TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 11  “555 TIMER IC”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 11 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

The 555 Timer IC is what we call an Integrated Circuit.  An Integrated Circuit like the 555 Timer IC has many 
miniature electronic parts inside of it. To connect to the circuit on the inside of the 555 Timer IC there are 8 small pins 
connected to it.
 
A picture of a 555 Timer IC  is shown at the lower right hand side of the page.  You can see some of the legs or pins 
coming out of the IC.  Pin 1 is in the lower left side of the picture.  The Pins are counted counter-clockwise.  So, 
starting with Pin 1, the pin to the right of it is Pin 2 and so forth. In the picture, we can see Pins 1,2,3,4 and Pin 8, but 
we cannot see Pins 5, 6, and 7.

On Page 11 you see that the Mr Circuit robot waiting in front of a Sound Stage because the red light is blinking.  This 
is one of the things we can do with a 555 TIMER IC.  We can use it to make lights blink and it can also be used to 
generate sound waves. At the bottom of the page, what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “A 555 
TIMER IC can be used to generate many different pulses.” 

At the bottom left  of the page, you will see typical schematic symbol that is used by engineers and technicians to 
represent an Integrated Circuit.  This rectangular symbol is for a 555 Timer IC and shows 8 pins on it and is labeled 
555. Please copy the symbol into the box on the lower right-hand corner of the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What a 555 TIMER IC does.  
2. What the schematic symbol is for a 555 Timer IC 
3. How to spell and pronounce 555 TIMER IC
.

       Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  
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Dialog for Lesson 11:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 11 with Mr Circuit waiting outside a Sound Stage.  We 
are going to discover the purpose of a 555 TIMER IC and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 12   “Burglar Alarm”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 12 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

This is the first circuit that we are going to introduce using some of the electronics components we have talked about 
so far.  The schematic diagram for the Burglar Alarm Circuit is shown on the lower right hand of the page. It has 
some of the schematic symbols that you were taught in Lessons 1 through 11 of this STEM Activity Book.
 
An additional electronic component is taught in this lesson.  It is a Light-Emitting Diode which we call an LED.  A 
picture of an LED is shown on the lower left side of the page. Its schematic symbol is just below its picture. Notice 
that the LED symbol is made up of a diode symbol which is inside of a circle with two arrows pointing away from the 
symbol.  What do you think these arrows represent?  Answer: They represent light being emitted from the LED. 
Please copy the LED symbol into the box to the right of the symbol.

On Page 12 you see that the Mr Circuit robot has its hands in the air.  At the bottom of the page, what does Mr Circuit 
say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “Here is a Burglar Alarm circuit using resistors, an LED, an SCR, a Diode, and 
a Capacitor.” 

In previous lessons in this book, you have learned all the schematic symbols shown in the Burglar Alarm schematic.  
Please put a circle around the schematic symbol of the LED and also put a circle around the schematic symbol 
of the SCR on the schematic diagram at the bottom right of the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What components are used to make a burglar alarm circuit.  
2. What the schematic symbol is for an LED (Light-Emitting Diode) 
3. How to spell and pronounce Burglar Alarm Circuit
.

       Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  
                                   
                                        

12

Dialog for Lesson 12:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 12 with Mr Circuit with a burglar mask and holding its 
hands in the air.  We are going to learn about a Burglar Alarm Circuit and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.

http://www.mrcircuittechnology.com
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 13  “Automatic Night Light”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 13 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In this lesson we introduce the Automatic Night Light Circuit.  It is an electronic circuit that is designed to turn on a 
light when it gets dark. The schematic diagram for the Automatic Night Light Circuit is shown on the lower right hand 
of the page. It has some of the schematic symbols that you were taught in Lessons 1 through 11 of this STEM 
Activity Book.
 
You may remember that a Photocell varies in resistance depending on how much light is hitting its surface. This 
circuit was designed by engineers to turn on the LEDs when it is dark.  So, when the resistance of the Photocell is 
high, the light will turn on.  Remember that the less light that hits the Photocell the more resistance it has.

On Page 13 you see that the Mr Circuit robot is sleepy and holding a candle to give light. At the bottom of the page, 
what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “Here is a Automatic Night Light circuit using two LEDs, 
two resistors, a potentiometer, a photocell, and an NPN transistor.” 

In previous lessons in this book, you have learned all the schematic symbols shown in the Automatic Night Light 
schematic.  Please put a circle around the schematic symbol of the Photocell on the schematic diagram at the 
bottom right of the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What components are used to make a Automatic Night Light circuit.
2. That an Automatic Night Light turns on when it gets dark.
3. How to spell and pronounce Automatic Night Light Circuit
.

       Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  
                                   
                                        

13

Dialog for Lesson 13:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 13 with Mr Circuit wearing a sleeping cap while holding 
a candle.  We are going to learn about an Automatic Night Light Circuit and color the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 14    “DC to DC POWER SUPPLY”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 14 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In this lesson we introduce the DC to DC POWER SUPPLY Circuit.  It is an electronic circuit that is designed to turn 
nine volts into a voltage that varies from zero to nine volts DC.  What does DC mean? Answer: It stands for Direct 
Current. All batteries put out DC. Your electricity from the wall socket at home is AC, or Alternating Current. Most 
small electronic devices are designed to run on DC. At home, when you plug in your computer, the small device you 
plug into the wall socket is a power supply that converts the AC to DC. The schematic diagram for the DC to DC 
POWER SUPPLY Circuit is shown on the lower right hand of the page. It has some of the schematic symbols that 
you were taught in Lessons 1 through 11 of this STEM Activity Book.
 
You may remember that a Potentiometer varies its resistance as you twist its shaft. This circuit was designed by 
engineers to take a 9-volt DC battery voltage and convert it into a voltage that is variable from zero to nine volts.  
There is an LED in the circuit. What do you think the LED does in the circuit?  Answer: It is an output voltage 
indicator. The LED gets brighter as the output voltage gets higher.

On Page 14 you see that the artist shows the Mr Circuit robot is putting in lots of water and getting out less. This DC 
to DC Power Supply does something similar.  Its input is 9 volts DC and its output is a voltage between zero and nine 
volts depending on the adjustment of the Potentiometer. At the bottom of the page, what does Mr Circuit say?   
Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “Here is a DC to DC POWER SUPPLY circuit using two resistors, an LED, a 
potentiometer, and an NPN transistor.” 

Please put a circle around the schematic symbol of the Transistor on the schematic diagram at the bottom right of 
the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What components are used to make a DC to DC POWER SUPPLY circuit.
2. That an DC to DC POWER SUPPLY puts out zero to nine volts DC.
3. How to spell and pronounce DC to DC POWER SUPPLY Circuit

.
       Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  

                                   
                                        14

Dialog for Lesson 14:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 14 with Mr Circuit pouring liquid into a funnel.  We are 
going to learn about a DC to DC POWER SUPPLY Circuit and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.

http://www.mrcircuittechnology.com
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 15  “ELECTRONIC METRONOME”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 15 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In this lesson we introduce the ELECTRONIC METRONOME Circuit.  It is an electronic circuit that is designed to put 
out a tick-tick sound to set the tempo for music just like a mechanical metronome.  The schematic diagram for the 
ELECTRONIC METRONOME Circuit is shown on the lower right hand of the page. It has some of the schematic 
symbols that you were taught in Lessons 1 through 11 of this STEM Activity Book.
 
You may remember that a Potentiometer varies its resistance as you twist its shaft. This circuit uses a two-transistor 
oscillator that we talked about in Lesson 10. This circuit was designed by engineers to put out a variable ticking 
sound as you vary the resistance of the Potentiometer.

On Page 15 you see that the artist shows the Mr Circuit robot directing music with a baton. This ELECTRONIC 
METRONOME would help Mr Circuit keep time for the music.  Engineers designed this circuit to run on 9 volts DC. 
At the bottom of the page, what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “Here is an ELECTRONIC 
METRONOME circuit using a resistor, a potentiometer, a capacitor, an NPN transistor, a PNP transistor, and a 
speaker.” 

Please put a circle around the schematic symbol of the Speaker on the schematic diagram at the bottom right of 
the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What components are used to make a ELECTRONIC METRONOME circuit.
2. That an ELECTRONIC METRONOME puts out a tick-tick sound to set the musical tempo.
3. How to spell and pronounce ELECTRONIC METRONOME Circuit

.
       Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  

                                   
                                        

15

Dialog for Lesson 15:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 15 with Mr Circuit directing the music with a baton.  We 
are going to learn about an ELECTRONIC METRONOME Circuit and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 16  “ELECTRONIC MOTORCYCLE”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 16 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In this lesson we introduce the ELECTRONIC MOTORCYCLE Circuit.  It is an electronic circuit that is designed to 
put out the sound of a two-cycle motorcycle engine.  The schematic diagram for the ELECTRONIC MOTORCYCLE 
Circuit is shown on the lower right hand of the page. It has some of the schematic symbols that you were taught in 
Lessons 1 through 11 of this STEM Activity Book.
 
You may remember that a Potentiometer varies its resistance as you twist its shaft. This circuit uses a two-transistor 
oscillator that we talked about in Lesson 10.This circuit was designed by engineers to put out variable motor sounds 
as you vary the resistance of the Potentiometer.

On Page 16 you see that the artist shows the Mr Circuit robot riding a motorcycle up on one wheel. Engineers 
designed this circuit to run on 9 volts DC. At the bottom of the page, what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit 
Says, “Here is an ELECTRONIC MOTORCYCLE circuit using two resistors, a potentiometer, a capacitor, an 
NPN transistor, a PNP transistor, and a speaker.” 

Please put a circle around the schematic symbol of the Potentiometer on the schematic diagram at the bottom 
right of the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What components are used to make a ELECTRONIC MOTORCYCLE circuit.
2. That an ELECTRONIC MOTORCYCLE puts out a two-cycle motorcycle sound.
3. How to spell and pronounce ELECTRONIC MOTORCYCLE Circuit

.
       Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  

                                   
                                        

16

Dialog for Lesson 16:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 16 with Mr Circuit riding a motorcycle.  We are going to 
learn about an ELECTRONIC MOTORCYCLE Circuit and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 17  “RAILROAD LIGHTS”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 17 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In this lesson we introduce the RAILROAD LIGHTS Circuit.  It is an electronic circuit will make LEDs blink on and off 
like railroad crossing warning lights.  The schematic diagram for the RAILROAD LIGHTS Circuit is shown on the 
lower right hand of the page. It has some of the schematic symbols that you were taught in Lessons 1 through 11 of 
this STEM Activity Book.
 
You may remember, from Lesson 11, that a 555 Timer IC can be used to make LEDs blink on and off..This circuit was 
designed by engineers using the 555 Timer IC to make LEDs blink alternately like on a railroad crossing sign.

On Page 17 you see that the artist shows the Mr Circuit robot leaning on a railroad lights sign. Engineers designed 
this circuit to run on 9 volts DC.  At the bottom of the page, what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, 
“Here is an RAILROAD LIGHTS circuit using four resistors, a 555 Timer IC,  a capacitor, and two LEDs.” 

Please put a circle around the schematic symbol of the 555 Timer IC on the schematic diagram at the bottom right 
of the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What components are used to make a RAILROAD LIGHTS circuit.
2. That this RAILROAD LIGHTS circuit uses the 555 Timer IC to make LEDs blink.
3. How to spell and pronounce RAILROAD LIGHTS Circuit

.
       Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  

                                   
                                        

17

Dialog for Lesson 17:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 17 with Mr Circuit leaning on the Railroad Lights.  We 
are going to learn about a RAILROAD LIGHTS Circuit and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.

http://www.mrcircuittechnology.com
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 18  “VARIABLE SPEED LIGHTS”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 18 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In this lesson we introduce the VARIABLE SPEED LIGHTS Circuit.  It is an electronic circuit will make LEDs blink on 
and off at different rates of speed  The schematic diagram for the VARIABLE SPEED LIGHTS Circuit is shown on the 
lower right hand of the page. It has some of the schematic symbols that you were taught in Lessons 1 through 11 of 
this STEM Activity Book.
 
You may remember, from Lesson 11, that a 555 Timer IC can be used to make LEDs blink on and off. This circuit was 
designed by engineers using the 555 Timer IC to make LEDs blink on and off at different speeds. To vary the speed 
of the blinking lights, the circuit uses a Potentiometer connected to the 555 Timer IC.

On Page 18 you see that the artist shows the Mr Circuit robot dancing to the variable speed lights that blink with the 
music. Engineers designed this circuit to run on 9 volts DC.  At the bottom of the page, what does Mr Circuit say?   
Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “Here is a VARIABLE SPEED LIGHTS circuit using four resistors, a 555 Timer IC,  a 
potentiometer, a capacitor, and two LEDs.” 

Please put a circle around the schematic symbol of the Capacitor on the schematic diagram at the bottom right of 
the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What components are used to make a VARIABLE SPEED LIGHTS circuit.
2. That this VARIABLE SPEED LIGHTS circuit uses a 555 Timer IC to make LEDs blink.
3. How to spell and pronounce VARIABLE SPEED LIGHTS Circuit

.
       Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  

                                   
                                        

18

Dialog for Lesson 18:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 18 with Mr Circuit dancing to the blinking lights.  We are 
going to learn about a VARIABLE SPEED LIGHTS Circuit and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.

http://www.mrcircuittechnology.com
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 19  “CONTINUITY TESTER”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 19 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In this lesson we introduce the CONTINUITY TESTER Circuit.  It is an electronic circuit checks for continuity.  It can 
be used to check light bulbs, fuses, wires, and electrical connections of many types  The schematic diagram for the 
CONTINUITY TESTER Circuit is shown on the lower right hand of the page. It has some of the schematic symbols 
that you were taught in Lessons 1 through 11 of this STEM Activity Book.
 
You may remember, from Lesson 11, that a 555 Timer IC can be used to generate pulses.  This circuit was designed 
by engineers using the 555 Timer IC to make a sound when there is continuity in a circuit under test. To test for 
continuity, you use the probes shown in the upper left of the schematic diagram. To test a fuse, touch a probe to each 
end of the fuse and if it makes a sound, the fuse is good because it has continuity.

On Page 19 you see that the artist shows the Mr Circuit robot holding a Stethoscope to test for a heart beat. A 
Stethoscope is tester just like the continuity tester. The continuity tester makes sure that electrons can flow in a 
circuit. At the bottom of the page, what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “Here is a CONTINUITY 
TESTER circuit using four resistors, a 555 Timer IC,  an NPN transistor, a capacitor, and a speaker.” 

Please put a circle around the schematic symbol of each of the resistors on the schematic diagram at the bottom 
right of the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What components are used to make a CONTINUITY TESTER circuit.
2. That this CONTINUITY TESTER circuit uses a 555 Timer IC to make a sound.
3. How to spell and pronounce CONTINUITY TESTER Circuit

.
       Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  

                                   
                                        

19

Dialog for Lesson 19:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 19 with Mr Circuit wearing a Stethoscope.  We are 
going to learn about a CONTINUITY TESTER Circuit and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 20  “AUDIO GENERATOR”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 20 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In this lesson we introduce the AUDIO GENERATOR Circuit.  It is an electronic circuit produces an audio tone.  The 
frequency of the tone can be varied by using a potentiometer.  The schematic diagram for the AUDIO GENERATOR 
Circuit is shown on the lower right hand of the page. It has some of the schematic symbols that you were taught in 
Lessons 1 through 11 of this STEM Activity Book.
 
You may remember, from Lesson 11, that a 555 Timer IC can be used to generate tones.  This circuit was designed 
by engineers using the 555 Timer IC to generate different tones depending on how you have adjusted the 
potentiometer. 

On Page 20 you see that the artist shows the Mr Circuit robot covering its ears.  Maybe the sound is too loud.  Maybe 
the tone is too high pitched.  At the bottom of the page, what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “Here 
is a AUDIO GENERATOR circuit using four resistors, a potentiometer, a 555 Timer IC,  an NPN transistor, a 
capacitor, and a speaker.” 

Please draw a circle around the schematic symbol of the potentiometer on the schematic diagram at the bottom 
right of the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What components are used to make a AUDIO GENERATOR circuit.
2. That this AUDIO GENERATOR circuit uses a 555 Timer IC to generate audio tones.
3. How to spell and pronounce AUDIO GENERATOR Circuit

.
       Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  

                                   
                                        

20

Dialog for Lesson 20:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 20 with Mr Circuit drawn with its hands over its ears.  
We are going to learn about a AUDIO GENERATOR Circuit and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 21  “ELECTRONIC POLICE SIREN”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 21 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In this lesson we introduce the ELECTRONIC POLICE SIREN Circuit.  It is an electronic circuit produces the sound 
of a police siren. With a pushbutton switch you make the tone go up and when you release the switch, the tone goes 
down, sounding just like a real police siren.  The schematic diagram for the ELECTRONIC POLICE SIREN Circuit is 
shown on the lower right hand of the page. It has some of the schematic symbols that you were taught in Lessons 1 
through 11 of this STEM Activity Book.
 
You may remember, from Lesson 11, that a 555 Timer IC can be used to generate tones.  This circuit was designed 
by engineers using the 555 Timer IC to generate tones that increase and decrease in frequency. 

On Page 21 you see that the artist shows the Mr Circuit robot in a police car hurrying down the road.  At the bottom 
of the page, what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “Here is a ELECTRONIC POLICE SIREN circuit 
using six resistors, a Pushbutton Switch, a 555 Timer IC,  an NPN transistor, two capacitors, and a speaker.” 

Please draw a circle around the schematic symbol of the speaker on the schematic diagram at the bottom right of 
the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What components are used to make a ELECTRONIC POLICE SIREN circuit.
2. That this ELECTRONIC POLICE SIREN circuit uses a 555 Timer IC to generate audio tones  
that vary up and down controlled by a pushbutton switch.
3. How to spell and pronounce ELECTRONIC POLICE SIREN Circuit

.
       Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  

                                   
                                        

21

Dialog for Lesson 21:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 21 with Mr Circuit drawn in a speeding police car.  We 
are going to learn about an ELECTRONIC POLICE SIREN Circuit and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 22  “WAKE-UP ALARM”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 22 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In this lesson we introduce the WAKE-UP ALARM Circuit.  It is an electronic circuit produces sound loud enough to 
wake you up from a deep sleep when light hits its photocell.  The schematic diagram for the WAKE-UP ALARM 
Circuit is shown on the lower right hand of the page. It has some of the schematic symbols that you were taught in 
Lessons 1 through 11 of this STEM Activity Book.
 
You may remember, from Lesson 11, that a 555 Timer IC can be used to generate tones.  This circuit was designed 
by engineers using the 555 Timer IC to generate tones loud enough to wake you up. 

On Page 22 you see that the artist shows the Mr Circuit being woken up by the loud noise from the Wake-Up Alarm.  
At the bottom of the page, what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “Here is a WAKE-UP ALARM 
circuit using three resistors, a Photocell, a 555 Timer IC,  an NPN transistor, a capacitor, and a speaker.” 

Please draw a circle around the schematic symbol of the Photocell on the schematic diagram at the bottom right 
of the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What components are used to make a WAKE-UP ALARM circuit.
2. That this WAKE-UP ALARM circuit uses a 555 Timer IC to generate loud tones.
3. How to spell and pronounce WAKE-UP ALARM Circuit

.
       Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  

                                   
                                        

22

Dialog for Lesson 22:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 22 with Mr Circuit shown waking up to a sounding 
alarm clock.  We are going to learn about a WAKE-UP ALARM Circuit and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 23  “VARIABLE TIMER”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 23 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In this lesson we introduce the VARIABLE TIMER Circuit.  It is an electronic circuit produces a tone for a set amount 
of time  To make the tone start, you press the Pushbutton Switch.  After a certain amount of time, the tone stops. You 
set the amount of time by using the Potentiometer.  The schematic diagram for the VARIABLE TIMER Circuit is 
shown on the lower right hand of the page. It has some of the schematic symbols that you were taught in Lessons 1 
through 11 of this STEM Activity Book.
 
You may remember, from Lesson 11, that a 555 Timer IC can be used to generate a tone. This circuit was designed 
by engineers using the 555 Timer IC to generate a tone for a set period of time. 

On Page 23 you see that the artist shows the Mr Circuit holding a sand-filled HourGlass timer.  The amount of sand 
in the glass sets the amount of time it takes for all the sand to go to the bottom of the glass. At the bottom of the 
page, what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “Here is a VARIABLE TIMER circuit using four 
resistors, an LED, a 555 Timer IC, a Pushbutton Switch, a Potentiometer, an NPN transistor, a capacitor, and 
a speaker.” 

Please draw a circle around the schematic symbol of the LED on the schematic diagram at the bottom right of the 
page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What components are used to make a VARIABLE TIMER circuit.
2. That this VARIABLE TIMER circuit uses a 555 Timer IC to generate a tone for a set period of 
time determined by how you adjust the potentiometer.
3. How to spell and pronounce VARIABLE TIMER Circuit

.
  Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  

                                   
                                        

23

Dialog for Lesson 23:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 23 with Mr Circuit shown holding an HourGlass timer.  
We are going to learn about a VARIABLE TIMER Circuit and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 24  “MOISTURE DETECTOR”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 24 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In this lesson we introduce the MOISTURE DETECTOR Circuit.  It is an electronic circuit that will test the moisture in 
the earth around a plant to see if it time to water.  The way it works is you put two wires from the circuit into the earth 
and the LED will start to blink.  The faster the blinking, the more moist is the soil. So, if it blinks fast, not need to water 
the plant. 

The schematic diagram for the MOISTURE DETECTOR Circuit is shown on the lower right hand of the page. It has 
some of the schematic symbols that you were taught in Lessons 1 through 11 of this STEM Activity Book.
 
You may remember, from Lesson 11, that a 555 Timer IC can be used to make LEDs blink. This circuit was designed 
by engineers using the 555 Timer IC to make LEDs blink according to the moisture in the soil around a plant.. 

On Page 24 you see that the artist shows the Mr Circuit using its hand to “sense moisture”.  In this case, it is a large 
raindrop. At the bottom of the page, what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “Here is a MOISTURE 
DETECTOR circuit using three resistors, an LED, a 555 Timer IC, and two capacitors.” 

Please draw a circle around the schematic symbol of the 555 Timer IC on the schematic diagram at the bottom 
right of the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What components are used to make a MOISTURE DETECTOR circuit.
2. That this MOISTURE DETECTOR circuit uses a 555 Timer IC to make LEDs blink at 
different rates depending on how much moisture is in the soil around a plant.
3. How to spell and pronounce MOISTURE DETECTOR Circuit

.
  Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  

                                   
                                        

24

Dialog for Lesson 24:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 24 with Mr Circuit shown with water bouncing off its 
hand.  We are going to learn about a MOISTURE DETECTOR Circuit and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 25  “CODE OSCILLATOR”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 25 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In this lesson we introduce the CODE OSCILLATOR Circuit.  It is an electronic circuit that will emit a tone of about 
1000 cycles per second.  Sending code with sound has been done for generations and is still done today especially 
using Amateur Radio.  

The schematic diagram for the CODE OSCILLATOR Circuit is shown on the lower right hand of the page. It has 
some of the schematic symbols that you were taught in Lessons 1 through 11 of this STEM Activity Book.
 
You may remember, from Lesson 11, that a 555 Timer IC can be used to generate tones. This circuit was designed 
by engineers using the 555 Timer IC to make a tone of about 1000 cycles per second or 1000 Hertz.

On Page 25 you see that the artist shows the Mr Circuit using a code key to send the Morse Code.  People all over 
the world have used Morse Code to communicate all kinds of messages.  At the bottom of the page, what does Mr 
Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “Here is a CODE OSCILLATOR circuit using four resistors, a 555 Timer 
IC, an NPN Transistor, a Pushbutton Switch, a capacitor, and a speaker.” 

Please draw a circle around the schematic symbol of the Pushbutton Switch on the schematic diagram at the 
bottom right of the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What components are used to make a CODE OSCILLATOR circuit.
2. That this CODE OSCILLATOR circuit uses a 555 Timer IC to generate a tone of about 1000 
cycles per second or 1000 Hertz.
3. How to spell and pronounce CODE OSCILLATOR Circuit

.
  Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  

                                   
                                        

25

Dialog for Lesson 25:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 25 with Mr Circuit shown sending Morse Code with a 
code key.  We are going to learn about a CODE OSCILLATOR Circuit and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.

http://www.mrcircuittechnology.com
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 26  “AUDIBLE WATER DETECTOR”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 26 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In this lesson we introduce the AUDIBLE WATER DETECTOR Circuit.  It is an electronic circuit that will emit a tone 
when water is detected like in a leaky basement.  There are two wires in the circuit that serve as the sensors to see if 
there is water that has leaked under a sink or in a basement.

The schematic diagram for the AUDIBLE WATER DETECTOR Circuit is shown on the lower right hand of the page. It 
has some of the schematic symbols that you were taught in Lessons 1 through 11 of this STEM Activity Book.
 
You may remember, from Lesson 11, that a 555 Timer IC can be used to generate tones. This circuit was designed 
by engineers using the 555 Timer IC and a Transistor to make a loud tone to alert someone that there is water 
leaking.

On Page 26 you see that the artist shows the Mr Circuit listening to water drops leaking from somewhere. At the 
bottom of the page, what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “Here is a AUDIBLE WATER 
DETECTOR circuit using four resistors, a 555 Timer IC, an NPN Transistor, a capacitor, and a speaker.” 

Please draw a circle around the schematic symbol of the NPN Transistor on the schematic diagram at the bottom 
right of the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What components are used to make a AUDIBLE WATER DETECTOR circuit.
2. That this AUDIBLE WATER DETECTOR circuit uses a 555 Timer IC and a Transistor to 
generate a loud tone to warn of a water leak.
3. How to spell and pronounce AUDIBLE WATER DETECTOR Circuit

.
  Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  

                                   
                                        

26

Dialog for Lesson 26:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 26 with Mr Circuit shown listening to water drops.  We 
are going to learn about an AUDIBLE WATER DETECTOR Circuit and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.

http://www.mrcircuittechnology.com
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 27  “ENGLISH POLICE SIREN”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 27 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In this lesson we introduce the ENGLISH POLICE SIREN Circuit.  It is an electronic circuit that will emit tones similar 
to an English Police Siren.  You use the Pushbutton Switch to change back and forth between the tones.

The schematic diagram for the ENGLISH POLICE SIREN Circuit is shown on the lower right hand of the page. It has 
some of the schematic symbols that you were taught in Lessons 1 through 11 of this STEM Activity Book.
 
You may remember, from Lesson 11, that a 555 Timer IC can be used to generate tones. This circuit was designed 
by engineers using the 555 Timer IC, a Pushbutton Switch, and a Transistor to make a loud tones like an English 
Police Siren.

On Page 27 you see that the artist shows the Mr Circuit in an English Police hat. At the bottom of the page, what 
does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “Here is a ENGLISH POLICE SIREN circuit using five resistors, 
a 555 Timer IC, a Pushbutton Switch, an NPN Transistor, a capacitor, and a speaker.” 

Please draw a circle around the schematic symbol of the Pushbutton Switch on the schematic diagram at the 
bottom right of the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What components are used to make a ENGLISH POLICE SIREN circuit.
2. That this ENGLISH POLICE SIREN circuit uses a 555 Timer IC and a Transistor to generate 
a loud tones like an English Police Siren to warn of danger.
3. How to spell and pronounce ENGLISH POLICE SIREN Circuit

.
  Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  

                                   
                                        

27

Dialog for Lesson 27:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 27 with Mr Circuit shown listening to water drops.  We 
are going to learn about an ENGLISH POLICE SIREN Circuit and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.

http://www.mrcircuittechnology.com
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 28  “ELECTRONIC CANARY”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 28 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In this lesson we introduce the ELECTRONIC CANARY Circuit.  It is an electronic circuit that will emit chirp tones 
similar to an ELECTRONIC CANARY.  You use the Potentiometer to adjust the ‘chirps’.

The schematic diagram for the ELECTRONIC CANARY Circuit is shown on the lower right hand of the page. It has 
some of the schematic symbols that you were taught in Lessons 1 through 11 of this STEM Activity Book.
 
You may remember, from Lesson 11, that a 555 Timer IC can be used to generate tones and other sounds. This 
circuit was designed by engineers using the 555 Timer IC with a Potentiometer to make tones like chirping birds.

On Page 28 you see that the artist shows the Mr Circuit holding a canary in a bird cage. At the bottom of the page, 
what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “Here is a ELECTRONIC CANARY circuit using six 
resistors, a 555 Timer IC, a Pushbutton Switch, a Potentiometer, an NPN Transistor, a PNP Transistor, four 
capacitors, and a speaker.” 

Please draw a circle around the schematic symbol of each of the four Capacitors on the schematic diagram at 
the bottom right of the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What components are used to make a ELECTRONIC CANARY circuit.
2. That this ELECTRONIC CANARY circuit uses a 555 Timer IC with a Two-Transistor 
Oscillator to generate chirping sounds like a canary.
3. How to spell and pronounce ELECTRONIC CANARY Circuit

.
  Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  

                                   
                                        

28

Dialog for Lesson 28:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 28 with Mr Circuit shown listening to water drops.  We 
are going to learn about an ELECTRONIC CANARY Circuit and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.

http://www.mrcircuittechnology.com
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 29  “SPACE MACHINE GUN”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 29 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In this lesson we introduce a fantasy SPACE MACHINE GUN Circuit.  It is an electronic circuit that will emit simulated 
fantasy space machine gun sounds.

The schematic diagram for the SPACE MACHINE GUN Circuit is shown on the lower right hand of the page. It has 
some of the schematic symbols that you were taught in Lessons 1 through 11 of this STEM Activity Book.
 
You may remember, from Lesson 11, that a 555 Timer IC can be used to generate tones and other sounds. This 
circuit was designed by engineers using the 555 Timer IC with a Potentiometer and a Two-Transistor Oscillator circuit 
to make simulated space machine gun sounds.

On Page 29 you see that the artist shows the Mr Circuit flying in a fantasy spaceship. At the bottom of the page, what 
does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr Circuit Says, “Here is a SPACE MACHINE GUN circuit using six resistors, a 
555 Timer IC, a Pushbutton Switch, a Potentiometer, an NPN Transistor, a PNP Transistor, four capacitors, 
and a speaker.” 

Please draw a circle around the schematic symbol of the Pushbutton Switch on the schematic diagram at the 
bottom right of the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What components are used to make a SPACE MACHINE GUN circuit.
2. That this SPACE MACHINE GUN circuit uses a 555 Timer IC with a Two-Transistor 
Oscillator to generate sounds like a fantasy space machine gun.
3. How to spell and pronounce SPACE MACHINE GUN Circuit

.
  Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  

                                   
                                        

29

Dialog for Lesson 29:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 29 with Mr Circuit shown flying in a fantasy spaceship.  
We are going to learn about a SPACE MACHINE GUN Circuit and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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MR CIRCUIT SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY STEM COLORING ACTIVITY BOOK

Lesson Plan for Lesson 30  “ULTRASONIC PEST REPELLER”

Preparation:  Use the Teacher Thumb Drive #TD-MMCB and make a copy of Page 30 of the Mr Circuit STEM 
Coloring Activity Book for each student in the class.

(Read these additional paragraphs to give your students more STEM training.)

In this lesson we introduce a fantasy ULTRASONIC PEST REPELLER Circuit.  It is an electronic circuit that will emit 
sounds that are thought to actually chase pests away.  The idea is that certain sounds are irritating to some pests. 
The word “Ultrasonic” means sounds that cannot be picked up by the human ear.  These sounds have frequencies 
higher that 20,000 cycles per second.

The schematic diagram for the ULTRASONIC PEST REPELLER Circuit is shown on the lower right hand of the 
page. It has some of the schematic symbols that you were taught in Lessons 1 through 11 of this STEM Activity 
Book.
 
You may remember, from Lesson 11, that a 555 Timer IC can be used to generate tones and other sounds. This 
circuit was designed by engineers using the 555 Timer IC with a Two-Transistor Oscillator circuit to make 
ULTRASONIC PEST REPELLER sounds.

On Page 30 you see that the artist shows the Mr Circuit playing a flute to attract rats. This circuit is actually doing the 
opposite. It repels the rats and other pests.  At the bottom of the page, what does Mr Circuit say?   Answer: Mr 
Circuit Says, “Here is a ULTRASONIC PEST REPELLER circuit using six resistors, a 555 Timer IC, a 
Pushbutton Switch, an LED, an NPN Transistor, a PNP Transistor, three capacitors, and a speaker.” 

Please draw a circle around the schematic symbol of each of the two transistors on the schematic diagram at the 
bottom right of the page.
 

Here are some important  things we want you to learn from this lesson. 
1. What components are used to make a ULTRASONIC PEST REPELLER circuit.
2. That this ULTRASONIC PEST REPELLER circuit uses a 555 Timer IC with a Two-Transistor 
Oscillator to generate ultrasonic sounds to repel pests.
3. How to spell and pronounce ULTRASONIC PEST REPELLER Circuit

.
  Now to finish this lesson, please color in the Mr Circuit robot.  

                                   
                                        30

Dialog for Lesson 30:     (Read this paragraph to all students.)
Good morning class. Everyone should have Page 30 with Mr Circuit as a “Pied Piper” attracting rats.  We 
are going to learn about an ULTRASONIC PEST REPELLER Circuit and color in the Mr Circuit Robot.
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